Waste Management

HazMat T&T® is a computerized Track and Trace system that
is specifically designed to assist in the cradle to grave
tracking and management of waste, both hazardous and
non-hazardous.
The system can cater for multiple sites within a group on a
single system, complete with inter-site waste transfers,
including full manifest documentation if the waste is
transported by public road.
The key benefits are:

Compliance – Ensure compliance with regulatory
requirements and standards. Daily alerting assists in
maintaining compliance.
Accuracy - Using system generated barcoded labels and
scanning those back into the system ensure accurate timely
tracking.
Waste Data Capture and Tracking - Mobile App allows
consistent and timely recording of waste movements,
providing tracking of waste back to origin, regardless of
how many times waste is combined or split apart.
Worldwide Applicability– HazMat T&T® is in global use
across four continents and is available in multiple
languages.



Reduce Waste Costs



Pinpoint Waste Sources



Full Audit Trail & Enquiry



Departmental Cost Analysis



Full Traceability



Print Documentation



Waste Label Printing



Barcode/QRCode Scanning



Demonstrate Compliance



Multi-Site Capability



Inter Site Waste Transf ers



Shipping Documentat ion



E-Manif est and LDR (USA)



Daily Compliance Alert Emails



Weighing Scales Integration



Online/Off line Mobile App

Waste Management
Powerful Reporting and Dashboards
help you monitor and manage waste
transactions. Users can create their
own dashboards within the system.
The Intuitive Mobile App can
operate either online or offline so
that employees in remote areas can
record waste without an internet
connection.
The solution equips employees and
managers with mechanisms to
manage waste and drive down costs
that also demonstrates an
organizations commitment to
compliance.
Applicable to generators of waste as well as transporters,
transfer stations and disposal facilities, HazMat T&T® can track
waste from one site to another, with full traceability.
Cost Center Analysis - Track quantity and cost of waste back to
its point of generation. Report on Departmental waste costs
and compare them against standard budgeted cost.
Inspections - Can integrate with IMEC’s Inspection module for
routine inspections of waste inventories and storage areas or
for waste container inspections prior to use or shipment.
Dashboards - Build your own dashboards within the system to
help sites focus on the key objectives. Trend this information
across facilities to identify actions that can have an enormous
impact on reducing waste and waste costs.
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